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Introduction

Agriculture will remember 1988 for its drought, one of the

worst on record for the central United States. Crop yields

fell sharply and large inventories were drawn down to

meet market needs. Still, net cash income to farmers was
near the record $57.1 billion of 1987.

The Federal Government's response was coordinated by

an Interagency Drought Policy Committee, convened by
the White House and chaired by the Secretary of Agricul-

ture and the Interior.

Federal actions included feed and financial assistance to

farmers, fire suppression, the dredging of inland water-

ways, management of water and natural resources affected

by the drought, and analyses of weather and climatic

conditions.

The drought caused a severe fire season in the Nation's

forests that required a record mobilization of firefighting

resources. Nearly 73,000 fires burned more than 5 million

acres.

Despite internal concerns, however, the attention of

American agriculture remained focused on international

markets.

U. S. agricultural exports in fiscal 1988 reached $35.2

billion in value, up 26 percent from the previous year.

Export volume was up 14 percent.

At every opportunity, particularly at meetings on the

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, the United States

continued to elaborate on its 1987 proposal calling for the

elimination of all trade-distorting subsidies and import

barriers.

An historic United States-Canada Free Trade Agreement
was approved by both nations and went into effect Jan. 1,

1989.

At home, U. S. agriculture continued to focus its attention

on conservation and water quality. By year's end,

28,130,290 acres had been enrolled in the Conservation

Reserve Program.

Amid growing concern that agriculture provides a source

of environmental contamination, high-level officials from



13 USDA agencies formed a Work Group on Agricultural

Chemicals and the Environment early in the year. As a

result of this group's meetings, the Department prepared

significant water quality program plans for research,

education, technical assistance, and financial assistance.

In several areas, USDA's research, marketing, and inspec-

tion services were active in the support of agriculture,

consumers, and the Nation. This report is intended as an

overview of those, and all USDA activities in 1988.



Special Challenges,
Opportunities

The Drought of 1988

Drought Hit The drought of 1988 was one of the worst on record for

Production the central United States. A larger area of the United States

was covered by severe or extreme drought in the 1930's

and 1950's. However, in 1988 the shortage of precipitation

and extreme heat were especially intense during critical

crop growth stages in the Northern Plains and Midwest.

As a result, crop yields fell sharply, reducing grain and
soybean production by 28 percent from 1987 harvests and
requiring the use of large inventories to meet market

needs.

Response The Federal response to the drought was coordinated by

Coordinated the Interagency Drought Policy Committee established by
the President on June 15. Federal actions included feed

and financial assistance to farmers, fire suppression,

dredging of inland waterways, management of water and
natural resources affected by the drought, and analyses of

weather and climatic conditions.

Livestock

Producers
Aided

Feed
Programs
Helped

In the early stages of the drought, assistance to livestock

producers became a high priority. Deteriorating spring

hay crops, worsening pasture and range conditions,

drying stock ponds, and rising feed costs were increasing

pressure on livestock producers to liquidate herds. In

response, the Department acted through a number of

livestock assistance programs.

As the drought worsened and production losses became
more evident, attention focused on financial aid to crop

producers under current Federal crop insurance,

emergency loans, and new legislation.

The Emergency Feed Program (EFP) and the Emergency
Feed Assistance program (EFAP) provided access to feed.

By early November, those programs had been approved
for 2,076 counties in 41 States. By the end of October,

121,000 livestock producers had applied for aid under the

EFP and about $100 million had been paid out to

producers. Also, about 10,000 producers had purchased

220,000 tons of reduced price CCC grain under the EFAP.

Other actions, such as emergency haying and grazing on
set-aside acres, were taken to improve farmers' access to

forage supplies.



Disaster

Relief

Helped

Income
Was Near
Record

Forests

Affected

Transportation
Slowed

The bipartisan Disaster Assistance Act of 1988 provided
about S3-9 billion for drought assistance in addition to

nearly S3 billion budgeted under existing programs for

emergency feed assistance and Federal crop insurance

payments.

Disaster assistance reduced by half the 20-30,000 com-
mercial farmers (annual sales of S40,000 or more) that

would otherwise have had financial losses sufficient to

threaten continued operations. Rural communities in farm-

dependent areas benefited as well.

Net cash income to farmers in 1988 was near the record

level of $57.1 billion in 1987. Sales from inventories and
higher crop prices increased crop cash receipts from a

year ago.

While cash income to the sector was near a record level,

the drought affected some producers severely. Producers

with poor crops and small inventories fared much worse

than other producers who gained from higher prices,

while livestock and poultry producers' profits were cut by
higher feed prices.

The aggregate economic effect of $13 billion lost in farm

production on the $4 trillion U.S. economy was minor.

The drought caused a severe fire season in the Nation's

forests that required a record mobilization of fire-fighting

resources. Nearly 73,000 fires have burned more than 5

million acres. Range and wildlife also suffered and the

long-term consequences for our natural resources are not

fully understood at this time. The Forest Service and Park

Service coordinated emergency recovery activities. This

involved emergency and long-term recovery7 of Yellow-

stone Park and the parts of the Shoshone, Grand Teton.

Targhee, Custer, and Gallatin National Forests within the

Greater Yellowstone Area. More than $3-1 million was
approved for emergency recovery efforts.

Transportation on inland waterways was slowed by

extremely low flows in the Mississippi and Ohio Rivers.

Insufficient precipitation and low stream flows reduced

reservoir levels for use in 1988 and 1989 and impaired

hydropower generation and other water-using activities.



Working with the 1890
Land-Grant Institutions

Symposium The Department's commitment to historically black

Helped Build colleges and universities, particularly the 1890 Land-Grant

Partnership Institutions, advanced significantly in 1988.

A joint symposium of the Department, 1890 Land-Grant

Institutions and Tuskegee University was held April 24-26

in Nashville. Tennessee State University served as the 1890

Institutions host. In addition, the Tennessee State Food
and Agriculture Council helped in the planning and
proceedings. More than 400 persons, including USDA's
Deputy Secretary and Agency Administrators and their

deputies participated in meetings to "build partnerships

through dialogue," the theme of the symposium.

Suggestions Seventeen recommendations evolved from the

Were Made, symposium. By year's end, much work was undertaken to

Implemented implement those recommendations. A joint USDA/1890
Task Force was established. A widespread search was
undertaken to find qualified persons to serve as USDA
liaison person(s) on each 1890 campus.

Work has also begun on other recommendations. The
remaining 15 recommendations are:

—All USDA agencies should be encouraged to colocate

programs, facilities, and support mechanisms at 1890

institutions.

—A pool of human resources should be exchanged
between USDA and 1890's.

—A financial assistance program should be established to

help minorities through college.

—A communication/marketing plan should be developed

to get more minorities into agriculture, home economics,

and forestry.

—A K-12 career awareness initiative program should be

developed in food and agricultural sciences.

—A marketing program should be developed for careers

in agriculture and home economics and for educational

opportunities at the 1890's.

—An Adopt-A-School Program should be developed with

special attention to the agricultural high schools.



—USDA needs to increase the funding level to the 1890's.

—Steps must be taken toward insuring equity in funding

between the 1890 and the 1862 Land-Grant Institutions.

—Current funding to the 1890's must be enhanced by
providing "set-aside" funds.

—USDA should provide funds and professional support to

establish "Cooperative Targeted Programs in Food,

Agriculture, and Forestry Programs at 1890's."

—A report of the symposium should be prepared and
presented to the Secretary of Agriculture and the

appropriate State and national legislatures.

—Representatives of 1890's should be included on all

relevant boards, councils, and commissions of agriculture.

—Communication between USDA and the 1890's should

be facilitated by the development and dissemination of

directories describing the location and telephone contact

information for key personnel.

—The report entitled "Strengthening 1890's," prepared in

1980 by the presidents of the 1890's, should be reviewed.



Agricultural Products Quality
Conference

Four hundred representatives of government, agribusiness,

farmers, and consumers attended the Department's first

conference on Agricultural Products Quality, June 29-

July 1.

Conference Conference workshops called for:

Suggested
Steps To Take —a single regulatory agency for food.

—More USDA research to find alternatives for chemicals

used in maintaining and improving product quality.

—A national system for developing standards and
tolerances for residues in food.

—Information through the Foreign Agricultural Service on
foreign product quality requirements, demand for new
products, and competitors' capabilities.

—More market research to enable farmers to identify

current market perceptions and promote positive aspects

of farm products.

—Information to determine how long grain can be stored.

—Tools for the market to establish quality improvement
incentives.

—Communication of user needs to plant breeders and
growers.

—Plantings of stronger, finer cotton to meet stress on
fibers caused by new cost-cutting machinery.

—A new pricing and Government farm loan premium and
discount system to reward growers producing qualities

sought by the marketplace and to discourage over-

processing.

—Better animal identification to help locate sources of

problems in the meat industry.

—Research to increase efficiencies in red meat production

while decreasing fat content without compromising
product taste or animal health.

—Coordination between Federal and State regulations.



Environmental
Concern
Has Grown

Work Group
Formed

Agricultural Chemical Manage-
ment and the Environment

There is a growing concern that agriculture may provide a

source of environmental contamination. This could bring

important changes to all of agriculture. There is concern,

for instance, that some important chemicals may be
removed from the market before less toxic alternatives are

developed.

A Work Group on Agricultural Chemicals and the

Environment (WGACE) was formed in January7
. Its mission

was to find ways to assure the prudent use of

agrichemicals. High-level officials from 13 USDA agencies

served on the work group.

WGACE undertook a thorough review of existing

departmental policies and activities to identify options that

would lead to such assurance.

Policies

Reviewed

Plans Prepared

Specifically, WGACE:

—Reviewed policies relating to agricultural chemicals and
the environment. It reported on the implementation,

effectiveness, and completeness of those policies.

—Developed and recommended strategies and guidelines

for carrying out new or modified policies for agricultural

chemical management activities.

—Served as an interim clearinghouse for all matters

related to agricultural chemicals and the environment.

WGACE reported its findings in July. As a result, the

Department prepared significant water quality program

plans for research, education, technical assistance, and

financial assistance. It is coordinating these initiatives with

those of the Department of the Interior, the Department of

Commerce, and the Environmental Protection Agency.

Working papers were to be published.



International Affairs and
Commodity Programs

Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service

Drought Help The Department initiated drought aid for farmers on May
Began In May 31 with the announcement of emergency haying and

grazing on land removed from production under the

annual farm programs. By early fall, drought assistance

had been announced in more than 2,200 counties in 43

States.

Other Drought
Assistance

Followed

Disaster Law
Upped Drought
Assistance

28 Million

Acres Enrolled
In Reserve

Drought assistance for farmers also included: sharing the

cost of feed purchases; making Government-owned feed

grains available at reduced rates; allowing haying and
grazing of acreage in the Conservation Reserve Program

(CRP); establishing a drought hotline from late June
through September; and granting permission to hay on
Water Bank Program land.

After enactment of the Disaster Assistance Act of 1988 on
August 11 , the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation

Service (ASCS) developed and administered expanded aid

for livestock producers and a multibillion-dollar drought

assistance program for commercial crop farmers, including

growers of forage and trees.

After two CRP enrollment periods in 1988, total acreage in

the CRP reached 28,130,290. That is well over half of the

40-45 million acres set as a goal in the Food Security Act

of 1985. Permanent vegetative cover, which may include

trees, must be established for at least 10 years on highly

erodible land under the CRP.

Farmers Put Producers signed up 195-9 million acres of feed grain,

195.5 Million wheat, cotton, and rice acreage bases in the 1988 acreage

Acres in ARP reduction programs. This represented 86.5 percent of the

226.4 million base acres available for the programs. Land
taken out of production and devoted to conservation uses

totaled 59.9 million acres.

Payment Rules Beginning with 1989 programs, the rules which apply to

Modified payment limitations have been changed. The new rules

limit payment eligibility for some annual programs to

persons actively engaged in farming. Maximum payment
limitations are modified for certain price support,

production adjustment and conservation programs.



Claims System ASCS implemented the first automated claims collection

Implemented system in the Federal Government. The new system
automates debt management and collection at all county
ASCS offices. It will be used as a model for the

development of similar systems throughout the

Government.

Foreign Agricultural Service

Agricultural U. S. agricultural exports in fiscal 1988 were valued at

Exports S35.2 billion—up 26 percent, or S7.3 billion, from fiscal

Increased 1987. Export volume was 147.5 million tons, up 18

million, or 14 percent, over 1987 levels.

Wheat exports accounted for two-thirds of the volume
increase. Improvements were also registered in the export

volume of corn, feeds and fodders, and vegetable oils.

Several factors spurred strong demand for U.S. exports.

These included: potential drought-reduced supplies;

increased purchases by the Soviet Union; an improved

U.S. competitive position due to the 1985 Food and
Security Act; and the Export Enhancement Program (EEP).

Export value gains were tempered by declines in the

export volume of soybeans, soybean meal, and rice.

High-Value High-value exports topped last year's sales by 18 percent.

Exports Rose Climbing to S16.4 billion, they surpassed the previous

record of SI 5. 3 billion set in 1981. Value was buoyed by
strong demand and higher prices for livestock and
horticultural products. Exportation of these products

benefited from the appreciation of foreign currencies in

developed markets and export promotion activities under

the Targeted Export Assistance Program (TEA).

GATT The United States elaborated on specific issues dealing

Negotiations with its 1987 proposal calling for the elimination of all

Advanced trade-distorting subsidies and import barriers. Suggested

for international discussion were such questions as: What
agricultural policies should be made subject to

negotiation? How can the special problems of developing

countries be dealt with? What is the most effective way of

dealing with the harmonization of health and sanitary

measures?

Trade Talks A milestone was passed in gaining access to the Japanese

Helped U.S. market. Japan agreed to phase out its import quotas on

beef, oranges and orange juice, as well as to abolish the

Government import monopoly, which controls beef

imports and distribution. Japan also cut tariffs on a

number of high-value agricultural products of interest to

the United States. In addition, Japan eliminated import

quotas on a number of agricultural items such as

processed foods and agreed to tariff reductions on others.
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European The European Community (EC) fully met its commitment
Talks for Spain to purchase 2.3 million metric tons of corn and

Succeeded sorghum in 1987 as part of the U.S.-EC Enlargement

Agreement. The United States also convinced the EC to

increase Portugal's soybean consumption quota from

65,000 metric tons to 85,000 tons for 1988.

EC threats to cut off U.S. meat imports were diffused once

when U.S. meat establishments were judged to have met
the requirements of the EC's meat plant inspection law.

The EC also agreed to delay its ban on meat promotants

for fattening until Jan. 1, 1989.

Canadian The U. S.-Canada Free Trade Agreement, along with the

Agreement necessary U.S. implementing legislation, was approved by
Approved Congress and signed by the President. The agreement was

then passed by Canada's Parliament and went into force

on Jan. 1, 1989. Among the benefits to U.S. agriculture is

the mutual, staged elemination of all tariffs within 10

years.

Financing The Department of Agriculture announced $4.75 billion

Support worth of short-term guarantees for 25 countries under the

Provided Export Credit Guarantee Program (GSM- 102). About $3.84

billion in sales coverage was registered against that

availability.

Also, USDA made $504.4 million available in coverage for

the Intermediate Credit Guarantee Program (GSM- 103) for

17 countries. More than $252.8 million in sales was
registered.

P.L. 480 Public Law 480 (Food for Peace) programs provided over

Aid Helped $1.2 billion of agricultural commodities to combat hunger

and malnutrition in foreign countries, to promote foreign

economic development, and to develop markets for U.S.

agricultural commodities. In addition, the Commodity
Credit Corporation (CCC) approved use of over 1.8 million

metric tons of grain, oilseed, wheat, sorghum, corn, and
soybean shipments to needy countries under Section 416

of the Agricultural Act of 1949.

Aid Countered CCC commodities worth $110 million were made available

Unfair to 47 nonprofit, State, and private agricultural

Practicies organizations under the Targeted Export Assistance (TEA)

program. The program is funded entirely by issuing CCC
generic commodity certificates. The commodities were
used to counter or offset the adverse effects on U.S.

agricultural exports due to subsidies, import quotas, or

other unfair foreign trade practices.

Export
Enhancement
Continued

Twenty-six initiatives were announced and 70 initiatives

were extended for over 54 countries eligible for the

Export Enhancement Program (EEP). As part of the

11



mandated Dairy Sales Program, $108.7 million in CCC-
owned dairy stocks were sold in export markets. The
Dairy Export Incentive Program (DEIP) supported the

export of 10,457 metric tons of commercial dairy products
with bonuses in the form of CCC-owned dairy products.

The Sunflowerseed Oil Assistance Program (SOAP) was
implemented. Egypt was targeted for 20,000 metric tons of

commercial sunflowerseed oil.

Office of International
Cooperation and Development

U. S. Farm Programs provided by the Office of International

Economy Cooperation and Development (OICD) in more than 100

Benefited countries benefited U.S. farmers and the American
economy, as well as the nations where activities took

place. Program activity was offered in cooperation with

the Agency for International Development (AID),

international food, agricultural, and financial institutions,

and cooperating country governments.

Technical Technical assistance programs, both short-term and long-

Assistance range, enabled more than 80 countries to improve their

Provided agricultural sectors and strengthen their economies. OICD
collaborated with agricultural specialists from other

agencies, universities, and the private sector. Together

they carried out work in animal health, rural

development, disaster response readiness, agricultural

crop estimates, natural resource conservation and
management, desert locust control, and other areas. Most

of this aid was provided in Africa.

Vitamin-A Major new vitamin-A intervention programs in Indonesia

Fortification and Bangladesh, based on food fortification, were

Designed designed to reduce the incidence of blindness among
children.

Consumption OICD worked with several developing countries to

Analyzed consider food consumption while establishing nutrition as

a factor in development policy.

International OICD managed the academic training of some 2,200

Training foreign agriculturists in programs offered at more than

Managed 100 U. S. colleges and universities. Funds are provided

generally through USAID, international organizations such

as the United Nations' Food and Agriculture Organization

(FAO), or the host country. In addition, OICD sponsored

short courses and seminars in the United States and

overseas.

12



Managers
Trained

Agricultural managers from selected middle-income

countries were trained by OICD. Participating were about

300 managers from countries including Taiwan, Iraq,

Venezuela, Malaysia, Algeria, Yugoslavia, Mexico, Korea,

the Ivory Coast, Turkey, Trinidad/Tobago, and Barbados.

Research Cooperative international research coordinated by OICD
Assisted benefited U. S. agriculture in several areas. Progress was
United States reported on efforts to control the Asian honey bee mite

and to maintain post-harvest quality in fruits and vege-

tables. Also, progress was reported in research explaining

the importance of calcium intake during the first 20 years

of life, and the development of environmentally safe pest

management technologies.

Scientific Visits of U.S. scientists to the Soviet Union provided

Exchanges information on wheat production, integrated pest

Were Helpful management, reforestation, salinity management, and
other subjects. Soybean germplasm was exchanged with

China. In cooperation with the International Science and
Education Council, OICD organized an international

symposium on water quality modeling on nonpoint

agricultural sources. U.S. -Irish agricultural cooperation was
expanded.

Private Sector In cooperation with USDA's Agribusiness Promotion
Teamed Council, OICD coordinated business opportunity missions

With OICD to the Dominican Republic, Guatemala, Costa Rica, and
Trinidad/Tobago. Planning trips, expected to lead to

future missions, took place in Jamaica, Barbados,

Grenada, El Salvador, and the Bahamas.

Additional Other activities included working on such issues as

Activities OICD's trade mandate, FAO's plant genetics and pesticide

initiatives, and a strategy for agricultural development
under the Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on
Agriculture (IICA).

13



Natural Resources and the
Environment

Forest Service

Marijuana
Hotline

Established

The Forest Service (FS) established a hotline to report

marijuana cultivation and other drug trafficking activities

on national forests. Callers can receive up to S5,000 for

supplying information leading to the seizure of cultivated

marijuana or other drugs, or to the arrest of people

involved in illegal drug production activities on the

national forests. The number is 1-800-73 CRIME.

Scenic Byways
Designated

Fires Burned
Millions

Of Acres

New Program
Boosted
Recreation

Ten National Forest Scenic Byways were designated under

a new program. The byways cover scenic stretches of

roads designed for passenger car travel, roads which
cover 560 miles in seven States. Other roads also will be

designated.

Wildfires in 1988 burned more than 5 million acres. Nearly

73,000 fires were reported. Estimated suppression costs for

the Forest Service were S384.3 million. The estimated

resource loss was $70 million. FS has organized a national

fire situation team to identify and coordinate damage
assessment and resource recovery needs.

FS launched a new program to enhance outdoor recrea-

tion opportunities on the national forests. The agency will

develop partnerships with recreation organizations and

industries and with State and local governments to provide

funds, labor, and materials to build and maintain recrea-

tion sites.

Agreement
Signed

FS and the National Park Service (NPS) signed an agree-

ment to cooperate on activities in adjacent national forests

and national parks. About 32 national forests have a

common border with about 23 national parks. The
agencies will formulate and implement programs for

issues that cross jurisdictional lines; participate in reviews

of plans that may affect the other agency's programs and

mission; and cooperate in providing visitor services and

facilities.

Changes
Proposed

Public comment was sought on changes proposed for

public appeal in management decisions made by national

forest officials. The proposal separates appeals on occu-

pancy and use permits from those involving objections to

land and resource management planning and project

implementation decisions. Currently, all appellants use the

same process.

14



Research Twenty-seven Research Natural Areas were added in the

Natural National Forest System this year, more than in any year

Areas Added since the program was initiated in 1927. Research Natural

Areas represent as many of the major natural timber types

or other plant communities as possible, as well as special

forest or range conditions, such as unusual combinations

of flora. These areas are studied in their natural state.

Scientists use them as a base when studying environ-

mental changes in disturbed or managed areas.

New Budget FS has proposed a new budgeting process to Congress.

Structure The initiative, referred to as "end-results budgeting,"

Proposed proposes to change annual funds to 2-year availability; to

reduce from 73 to 9 budget line items within the agency's

four primary appropriations; to focus oversight controls

primarily on targets or "end results"; and to change the

budget process to a biennial schedule.

Service FS is cooperating with the State of New Hampshire and

Joined State private entities to acquire "lands and interests in lands"

To Save Lands presently under private ownership. FS and New Hamp-
shire will acquire title to about 43,000 acres. The Federal

contribution will be the purchase of an easement to assure

long-term protection from future development while

allowing for agricultural and silvicultural activities. FS also

will acquire about 4,400 acres of scattered inholdings

within the boundary of the White Mountain National

Forest.

Soil Conservation Service

Farm Law USDA published a final rule on the acceptable level of soil

Implemented erosion reduction on highly erodible land. The rule does

not call for a rigid nationwide standard of soil loss

reduction. It authorizes the use of conservation systems

based on the technical guide of each Soil Conservation

Service (SCS) field office.

Mapping of cropland soils has now been completed on
about 95 percent of the cropland and potential cropland

subject to the Food Security Act of 1985.

By October 1, SCS had completed determinations of

highly erodible land on 84 percent of the cropland subject

to the Act. SCS also helped farmers develop conservation

plans on 53 percent of the highly erodible cropland and
apply conservation systems on 15 percent.

Conservation A draft update of the National Conservation Program was
Program submitted to public comment during April and May.

Updated According to the update, USDA would give top priority to

erosion reduction on agricultural lands and the

improvement and protection of the quality of surface and
ground water. In addition, it would strengthen

15



partnerships with Federal, State, and local governments as

well as private organizations. At the same time, it would
increase consistency between USDA's farm support

programs and its conservation goals.

Work Nearly The compilation process for the 1987 National Resources

Completed Inventory (NRI) was nearly completed. This inventory is

On 1987 NRI the latest in a series conducted by SCS to determine the

status and condition of the Nation's soil, water, and
related resources. The data will be released in mid- 1989.
Publication of a national basic statistics document is

scheduled for late 1989.

Other Programs
Carried Out

Joint Ventures
Undertaken

SCS mapped more than 36.5 million acres of non-Federal

land and published 72 county soil surveys.

Thirty-one small watershed projects were approved for

planning, 26 were approved for operations, 15 were

approved for construction, and 27 were completed. The

agency obligated $11.5 million in emergency watershed

protection funds in 23 States.

Under the Great Plains Conservation Program, SCS

awarded 930 long-term contracts totaling $13.5 million.

These would control severe soil and water resource

problems in more than 500 counties in the Great Plains.

More than 1,150 Resource Conservation and Development
(RC&D) measures were completed by RC&D councils in

1988. USDA approved expansions of 10 RC&D areas and
received two applications for new areas. Twenty business

and industry loans were obtained through RC&D council

efforts.

SCS joined the 1890 Land-Grant Universities and Tuskegee

Institute in a symposium in Nashville, Tn. to encourage

active partnerships between USDA and the universities.

SCS will assist with teaching, outreach activities, research

and field demonstrations, and recruitment. SCS and the

Extension Service signed an agreement with Florida A&M
University and Alabama A&M University to develop

training materials to help low-income communities apply

for grants and loans.

Under an agreement with the U.S. Department of

Education, SCS will help vocational educators teach

conservation while at the same time helping farmers meet

requirements of the law.

SCS also entered into an interim Memorandum of

Understanding with the Environmental Protection Agency

(EPA) to improve cooperation in water quality

maintenance and improvement. These efforts particularly

focus on nonpoint-source management programs.
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Marketing and Inspection
Services

Agricultural Cooperative Service

Agency The staff of the Agricultural Cooperative Service (ACS)

Reorganized was reorganized to reflect the changing needs of farmers

and farmer cooperatives. A new cooperative services

division emphasizes research and outreach. It will help

cooperatives to assess their strategic position in a dynamic
marketplace. The crops program was split into "fruits and
vegetables" and "grains and oilseeds." Program areas were
created in strategic management and planning and
education and member relations.

Financial

Instruments
Studied

Institutions

Aided

ACS completed a study of a wide range of financial

instruments used by farmer cooperatives. The study was
conducted under a cooperative research agreement with

the University of Arkansas Law School. Legal status with

respect to the rights and liabilities of the cooperative and
the farmer-investor were analyzed for each instrument.

ACS participated in a symposium aimed at making USDA
programs more accessible to black farmers, the 1890's

institutions, and Tuskegee Institute. ACS wants to facilitate

information exchange and improve delivery of services to

black farmers.

Membership Strategies that large cooperatives can use to improve
Structures membership structures were studied. Eight case studies of

Studied organizational structures were examined by the University

of Wisconsin under a cooperative research agreement

with ACS.

Imports,

Exports
Analyzed

Assistance

Provided

An ACS report showed that 28 cooperatives had imports

valued at $761.9 million in 1986. More than 83 percent of

these were nonfood items such as farm supplies and
petroleum.

The first comprehensive export directory published by
ACS identifies 91 cooperatives as being involved with

exporting to the extent they were relevant contact points

for importers. Pertinent contact and product information

are provided.

ACS was involved in 78 technical assistance projects. Of
these, 37 were for emerging or developing cooperatives

and producer groups representing more than 1,000

members. Some 42 active technical assistance projects are

underway.
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Largest A 1988 study revealed that 1987 was a year of transition

Cooperatives for cooperatives. Nearly all indicators showed that the

Grew Stronger Nation's largest agricultural marketing and farm supply

cooperatives improved operations and showed a stronger

balance sheet. A surge in exports plus a general

strengthening of farm-sector economic conditions helped.

Although supply sales were off, total combined revenue of

the Top 100 rose nearly $700 million (1.6 percent) to

$43.1 billion. Fruit and vegetable, dairy, and grain

marketing cooperatives led the way with substantially

increased sales. More significantly, the biggest U.S.

cooperatives experienced a jump in net income (up 26

1

percent to $717 million). Most commodity groups shared

in the brighter earnings picture. Losses dropped 85.8

percent. Assets increased in 1987 for the first time in 6

years, reaching $15.9 billion. Growth in assets, combined
with the continuing decline in total borrowed capital,

resulted in a significantly improved financial condition for

the largest cooperatives.

Agricultural Marketing Service

Salmonella The Agricultural Marketing Service (AMS) coordinated

Campaign USDA activities in developing a plan with the Food and
Launched Drug Administration to respond to the production and

consumption risks associated with an increasing incidence

of Salmonella enteritidis in Grade A shell eggs. The plan

included a model flock testing program and a public

awareness campaign.

Drought
Assistance

Provided

AMS implemented an emergency expenditure of $50

million for Section 32 meat purchases to provide drought-

related assistance to beef and pork producers. These

commodities will go to the School Lunch and other

domestic food programs.

EEO Programs AMS created a new Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO)

Enhanced recruitment program for professional occupations within

the agency, targeting more than 70 colleges and

universities. The agency hired 206 new professional

employees, of whom 40 percent were women and 30

percent were minorities. Of all new employees hired, 60

percent were women and 33 percent were minorities.

AMS provided opportunities for career advancement

through 324 promotions. Of these, 70 percent went to

women (153 individuals) and minorities (83 employees).

Through a special outreach program, the agency also

achieved a 70-percent increase in the number of AMS
employees with targeted disabilities.
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Support
Division

Formed

Trust Notices

Processed

Orders
Enforced

Referenda
Conducted

Satellite System
Developed

Cotton
Improvements
Initiated

A new commodities scientific support division was
implemented to combine the agency's 52 laboratories with

ongoing statistical and market research work. This

elevates scientific expertise and enhances quality

assurance, safety, and training.

Over 50,000 Perishable Agricultural Commodities Act

(PACA) trust notices were processed in fiscal 1988. These

protected more than $200 million in accounts receivable

for fresh and frozen produce.

Enforcement of fruit and vegetable marketing order

programs, including those for California tree fruits and
almonds, resulted in the largest amount of fines assessed

against handlers in the history of the Agricultural

Marketing Agreement Act of 1937.

AMS cooperated with the Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service and Extension Service to conduct

referenda on mandatory assessments for research and
promotion programs for the beef and pork industries.

AMS tested and approved a satellite communications

system which will increase the accuracy and reduce the

cost (by $80,000 annually) of collecting and disseminating

more than 1,000 daily market news reports on
commodities. When fully operative, costs to users of the

system should be reduced. The agency also initiated a 3-

year, $1 million project to develop a market news
database to improve market news reports.

AMS convened a Cotton Marketing Advisory Committee of

industry representatives. The committee endorsed far-

reaching changes in AMS' classing program and the loan

structure of the Commodity Credit Corporation. The
changes would include mandatory High-Volume
Instrumentation (HVI) classing for all domestic cotton by
1991. Acting on industry recommendations, AMS also

replaced the traditional industry committee structure for

developing and reviewing cotton spot quotations with a

more objective, Government analysis of daily market news
data.

Offices The agency initiated and approved consolidation of nearly

Economized 8 percent of its 308 field offices and projected more than

$300,000 a year in savings. The consolidation also

provided better locations and services to agricultural

industries.
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Animal and Plant Health
Inspection Service

Agency The Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS)
Reorganized underwent a restructuring—basically a headquarters

reorganization—to stengthen the scientific and technical

base of the agency and to enhance program delivery in

the field.

Regulation

Enforced

For instance, animal welfare activities were placed in a

new area—Regulatory Enforcement and Animal Care,

which reports directly to the Administrator. This will

provide greater visibility and more effective enforcement.

During the fiscal year, APHIS settled 42 cases enforcing

humane care and treatment of animals regulated under
the Animal Welfare Act. In addition, 36 new charges were
initiated under the law.

Regulation APHIS established an advisory committee in connection

Process Begun with an effort to use negotiated rulemaking in drafting

regulations involving Varroa mites, a parasite of honey
bees. This process streamlines the regulatory process. It is

the first time negotiated rulemaking has been used within

USDA.

Disease
Eradication

Progressed

Boll Weevil
Eradication

Progressed

Fruit Fly

Outbreaks
Fought

Three States—Arizona. Virginia, and Washington—attained

brucellosis-free status. The total in that status is now 27

States plus the U.S. Virgin Islands. However, Puerto Rico

experienced an outbreak of the disease. In the

tuberculosis eradication program, four States—Arkansas,

Kentucky, Virginia, and Washington—achieved free status.

That brings the total of such States to 37 and the U.S.

Virgin Islands. Twenty-two States and the U.S. Virgin

Islands are now free of both cattle brucellosis and

tuberculosis. Two States—Oregon and Tennessee

—

attained free status in the battle against swine brucellosis,

making 32 States free of this disease.

In the second year of the Southeastern Boll Weevil

Eradication Program in Georgia, Florida, and Alabama,

about 75 percent of the half-million acres of cotton in the

program had fewer than one weevil for every 4 acres at

the end of the season. The pest earlier had been virtually

eliminated from Virginia and the Carolinas. In the West, a

3-year program to eradicate boll weevils was expanded

into central and eastern Arizona following a successful

program in other parts of the Southwest.

An outbreak of Mediterranean fruit flies was eradicated

from southern California early through the use of bait

spray applications and the release of sterile Medflies.
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Outbreaks of the melon fly, the peach fruit fly, and the

oriental fruit fly in the same area also were eradicated. At

year's end, APHIS and California were battling two new
infestations of Mediterranean fruit flies in southern

California.

Effort Made Efforts continued to slow or stop the northward spread of

To Slow Bees Africanized honeybees.which could disrupt U.S. crop

pollination and affect honey production. The United States

and Mexico continued efforts toward a genetic dilution of

the so-called "killer" bees in a "bee regulated zone" just

above the narrow Isthmus of Tehauntepec in southern

Mexico.

Biotechnology APHIS licensed two genetically engineered vaccines, both

Regulated to control pseudorabies in swine. In addition, 20 permits

were issued for field trials of genetically engineered

organisms and plants. These ranged from tobacco and
tomato plants designed to be resistant to certain insects or

diseases, or tolerant of certain herbicides, to corn plants

that can protect themselves from the European corn borer.

Screwworm Aerial distribution of sterile screwworm flies began in

Eradication Guatemala. Screwworms have already been eradicated

Advanced from virtually all of Mexico. Agreement has been reached

to begin eradication in Belize.

Protection Rules

Revised
New rules were issued to restrict the use of pads and
other devices that may cause soring in show horses. The
new rules permit the use of pads that are no higher than

50 percent of the length of a horse's natural foot. The
rules also prohibit harmful angulation of a horse's foot.

New ID Rules Beginning in November, USDA required all swine moving

Implemented in interstate commerce to be identified, making it easier to

pinpoint the source of diseased hogs or those with

harmful drug or chemical residues.

Committee The National Animal Damage Control Advisory Committee
Established was established to provide advice on policy, program

issues, and research needed to control depredating

animals such as rodents that reduce agricultural

production.

Federal Grain Inspection Service

Wheat
Standards
Improved

The Federal Grain Inspection Service (FGIS) revised the

w7heat standards on May 1 to include a limit of 32 insect-

damaged kernels per 100 grams. This action will provide

FGIS, the Food and Drug Administration, and the grain

industry more specific information on insect-damaged

kernels in wheat.
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Agency
Reauthorized

Investments
Paid

Under the provisions of P.L. 98-4690,

extended through September 1993.

FGIS programs were

FGIS received a net return of S328.000 on investments of

S8.5 million on fee account funds in U.S. Treasurv Bills.

Complaints FGIS received 34 quality complaints and one quantity

Received complaint in 1988. compared to 59 quality and one
quantity complaints in 1987. The tonnage involved in

foreign complaints on quality represented 1 percent of the

total tonnage exported, compared to 3-7 percent in 1987.

Grain exports totaled 115.7 million metric tons, 17.8

percent ahead of 1987. Exports topped 1987 exports in 32

weeks of fiscal 1988. Of complaint investigations

completed in 1988. none has been deemed valid; that is,

no errors or incorrect procedures at the time of the

original inspection could be identified.

Cu-Sum Plan FGIS continued to work on an economic impact study of

Studied several potential modifications of the Uniform Shiplot and
Combined Lot Inspection (Cu-Sum) Plan. The Cu-Sum
Plan is an online acceptance sampling plan using

statistically based tolerances to monitor the overall quality

of export grain shipments. FGIS is considering: revising

the tolerances based on new estimates of statistical

deviations; limiting the number of field review inspections

from two to one; averaging the review inspection results

with the original inspection results unless an error was
made; and increasing the amount of grain considered

inferior if a tolerance is exceeded.

Value Tests FGIS worked with the Agricultural Research Service on a

Studied study of uniform end-use value tests for grain. The study

was mandated by the Grain Quality Improvement Act of

1986. Most of the buyers surveyed indicated that they use

the Official U.S. Standards for Grain and that they find the

information provided by the standards important. Most of

these buyers also rely on other quality criteria not

included in the current standards.

Regulations FGIS rewrote Subpart A of the Part 68 regulations under

Revised the Agricultural Marketing Act of 1946, as amended. This

action combined and consolidated compatible

requirements, incorporated many procedures currently

found in instructions, simplified the overall language,

conformed certain provisions to present marketing

practices, and removed definitions and provisions no
longer considered necessary.
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Food Safety and Inspection
Service

Meat, Poultry Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS) inspectors and

Inspected veterinarians (7,800 in 7,100 plants that slaughtered or

processed meat or poultry for sale in interstate commerce)
inspected more than 119 million head of livestock, 5

billion birds, and 135 billion pounds of processed

products in 1988. FSIS also inspected more than 2.6 billion

pounds of imported meat and poultry products.

Consumers, FSIS developed and distributed nearly a million copies of

Food Handlers information materials on safe food handling, including

Informed those used in a food safety training program for

institutional food service workers.

Food Safety

Hotline

Tested

New Inspection

System Tested

Poultry

System
Tested

Home economists answered the food safety and labeling

questions of 30,000 callers to the toll-free Meat and
Poultry Hotline.

FSIS applied a hazard-analysis approach to food safety

education. The purpose is to determine food handling

behaviors most important in preventing foodborne illness

and least understood or practiced by consumers. The
agency surveyed expert microbiologists, consumer polls,

and consumer experts to establish "educational critical

control points."

In conjunction with the Food and Drug Administration

(FDA), FSIS pilot tested a Food Safety Hotline, which
responded to consumer questions on all foods. The pilot

was operated in three States (Florida, Massachusetts and
Illinois) during June, July, and August. Over 4,000

consumers were helped.

Pilot testing of a new system to inspect meat and poultry

processing operations was completed in Chicago, North

Carolina, and South Carolina. In 1986, Congress passed

amendments to the Federal Meat Inspection Act requiring

FSIS to vary the frequency and manner of inspection for

meat processing plants, based on the risks posed by the

plant, the product, or the process. Regulations

implementing the new system were proposed. Inspectors

and supervisors nationwide were trained in the system.

On the basis of recommendations from the National

Academy of Sciences, FSIS implemented a pilot project at

a poultry slaughter and processing plant in Puerto Rico.

Ways are being tested to reduce microbial contamination

in poultry. In addition, FSIS is using this project to learn

how to focus its inspection resources on only those tasks

that directly affect the public's health.
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Sulfamethazine Early in the year, FSIS began an intensified inspection

In Swine program in swine for violative residue levels from
Tested sulfamethazine, a drug that FDA has determined has the

potential to cause cancer. In Phase I of the program, FSIS

inspectors took two samples of swine muscle tissue from
each of the 100 largest swine slaughtering plants for

laboratory testing. Of the 1,607 tests run, 29 violations

were found. Phase II of the program began on April 4 and
is conducted in the same 100 plants. Under Phase II, a

rapid, inplant screening test, known as Sulfa-On-Site

(SOS), is used. Six samples are taken each day for SOS
testing. As of October 27, 57,924 SOS tests had been run.

and 270 violations were confirmed.

Microbiologic The National Advisory Committee on Microbiological

Committee Met Criteria for Foods met to discuss the development of

microbiological criteria by which the safety and
wholesomeness of foods can be assessed.

Listeria FSIS began a monitoring program for Listeria in both

Monitored cooked and raw products. Products currently being tested

include: domestic raw beef, cooked and roast beef,

cooked corned beef, canned and sliced luncheon meats,

prosciutto, and hotdogs.

Enforcement
Actions Taken

Residue
Safety

Confirmed

Violations of Federal inspection regulations by meat and
poultry firms or individuals resulted in 24 criminal

prosecutions. FSIS also took steps to withdraw Federal

inspection services from 13 firms.

Meetings of the Codex Committee on Residues of

Veterinary Drugs in Food resulted in the confirmation of

the safety of residues of several growth-promoting

hormones now legal in the United States—testosterone,

progesterone, estradiol-178, zeranol, and trenbolone

acetate. The committee also agreed that there is no safe

limit for residues of chloramphenicol. The U.S. does not

allow chloramphenicol's use with food animals because of

its association with fatal aplastic anemia in humans. The
compound is legal in the European Economic Community.

Office of Transportation

Commercial In 1988, the Office of Transportation (OT) petitioned the

License Department of Transportation (DOT) to waive certain

Waived testing and licensing provisions for farm vehicle drivers.

DOT granted such waivers to an estimated 5-6 million

farm vehicle operators. The States retain the discretion as

to whether a waiver is warranted.

OT Provided During the drought, OT provided technical assistance to

Drought Help farmers and ranchers and State and local governments

who needed to import feed and hay. For example, OT
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Shortage Studied

Timber Bridges

Promoted

Rural Bus
Issue

Addressed

Study Showed
Carbon Dioxide
Effective

Shipping Act

Workshop Held

was instrumental in securing significantly reduced rail

rates on hay shipments to Ohio farmers.

During winter and spring, OT monitored the impact of

railcar shortages on grain shippers. Its report provided

timely and detailed information.

OT helped with timber bridge conferences in West

Virginia and Wisconsin. It also coordinated the develop-

ment of a timber bridge brochure for rural officials in

cooperation with the National Forest Products Association.

OT also worked with the Forest Service in a technology

transfer plan for timber bridges.

OT helped seek solutions to the loss of rural intercity bus,

air, and rail service. A national conference built on three

earlier regional symposiums to create a national strategy.

A national planning committee was formed to involve a

wide range of agencies and organizations. Under the Rural

Development Loan Fund administered by the Farmers

Home Administration, $2.12 million was made available

for rural passenger transportation.

A study found that carbon dioxide would be a cost-

effective alternative to diesel mechanical refrigeration. It

also provided no operating noise, which is important for

night deliveries in urban areas.

In collaboration with Fresno State University, OT con-

ducted a workshop for agricultural exporters on the

Shipping Act of 1984. The act governs most of the

procedures used by steamship conferences to establish

rates, set tariff rules, and provide services to exporters.

The Act is currently under review by the Federal Maritime

Commission and will be reviewed by the Congress in

1989.

Loyalty

Contracts

Supported

Double-Stack
Trains

Increased

U.S. Tallow
Shipped
To Guatemala

Before the Federal Maritime Commission, USDA sup-

ported the contention that shippers should have the right

to enter into loyalty contracts with individual ocean liner

companies. Loyalty contracts are agreements between
carriers and shippers that provide shippers with lower

rates, or special features, in return for committing all or a

fixed portion of their cargo to that carrier or conference.

Research showed that in 1 year, double-stack train service

has increased from 58 to 93 trains per week in the United

States. Improvements have led to the use of double stacks

for domestic perishable traffic out of central California and
the Pacific Northwest.

OT provided Guatemalan tallow importers with new
sources and distribution channels for U.S. tallow. Last

year, about 25,000 metric tons of tallow were shipped to

Guatemala from U.S. Gulf Coast ports.
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Packers and Stockyards
Administration

Filing Systems
Certified

Poultry

Producers
Protected

Bribery
Cases
Settled

The Central Filing Systems of 16 States have now been
certified under provisions of the Food Security Act of 1985.

The States certified are Alabama, Arkansas, Idaho,

Louisiana, Maine, Mississippi, Montana, Nebraska, New
Hampshire, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma,
Oregon, South Dakota, Utah, and Vermont.

The Poultry Producers Financial Protection Act became
law, providing financial protection to growers and sellers

of live poultry. Under the legislation, poultry producers

are given "prompt payment" and "statutory trust" financial

protection similar to that provided livestock producers

under the Packers and Stockyards (P&S) Act.

The Packers and Stockyards Administration (P&SA)
concluded several cases involving bribery in the meat
industry. In one, a Missouri meat packing firm wras

charged with making cash gifts to meat buyers of a major

food chain in order to influence the purchase of meat and
be given preferential market territory. The firm was
ordered to cease and desist and pay a civil penalty. A
New York firm selling imported lamb agreed to an order

and a S 50,000 civil penalty for making payoffs to retail

chain store meat buyer employees and for pricing

violations.

$40,000
Penalty

Assessed

An administration law judge ordered a Los Angeles meat

packer to pay a $50,000 civil penalty in connection with a

conspiracy to defraud a retail chain store in Hawaii.

A retail food chain store employee pleaded guilty to mail

fraud charges for accepting payoffs from a Washington,

DC area meat broker. The chain store employee was
ordered to make restitution to the company amounting to

S24,130 and to pay a S 10.000 fine.

P&SA increased targeted investigations into fraudulent

weighing and pricing of livestock. A S40,000 civil penalty

was assessed against a Wisconsin meat packer to settle

charges of false weighing the carcasses of livestock

bought by the packer on a carcass weight basis. Federal

meat inspectors had observed the firm's weighmaster

recording weights for livestock carcasses which were

substantially less than the actual weight as indicated on

the firm's scale.
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Meat Packers Ten new statutory trust cases were filed to aid those who
Paid Sellers sold livestock to meat packers on a cash basis but were

$1 Million not paid. Packers paid $1 million to sellers under the trust

provisions in 1988. Unpaid livestock sellers have received

$313 million from packers under the trust provisions

since Congress approved them in 1976.

Use of Funds
Probed

Investigations

Helped States

P&SA emphasized full compliance with custodial account

requirements by livestock markets. This was accomplished

through accelerated probes of misappropriation of these

funds by auction market operators. Guilty market

operators have been suspended.

P&SA investigations into financial fraud have resulted in

criminal charges by State authorities. In a South Dakota

case concerning embezzlement of custodial account trust

funds, a couple was sentenced to imprisonment for up to

10 years. A Nebraska county attorney is considering filing

criminal charges against an individual who failed to pay
for livestock.

Payment P&SA investigated complaints against livestock dealers for

Complaints not paying promptly. For noncompliance with the prompt
Probed payment provisions of the Packers and Stockyards Act,

violators received penalties ranging from cease and desist

orders and 5-year suspensions to civil penalties up to

$5,000. Suspensions may be terminated earlier if full

restitution is made.

Check Schemes Check kiting schemes were a problem. Investigations

Investigated involved an auction market in Kentucky and two livestock

dealers in Missouri. Another case concerned three

livestock dealers and involved a check kiting scheme
begun in 1987. All three were suspended from operating.
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Small Community and
Rural Development

Farmers Home Administration

Guaranteed As the Federal Government's principal credit agency for

Loans agriculture and rural development, the Farmers Home
Emphasized Administration (FmHA) continued the transition from

direct lending to guaranteed lending. Obligations for fiscal

1988 were as follows: guaranteed farm ownership loans,

$362 million; guaranteed farm operating loans, S893

million; direct farm ownership loans, $115 million; direct

farm operating loans, $900 million.

Operation Under "Operation Assist," in which allocations of direct

Assist loan funds have been exhausted in a given State, special

Continued help is provided borrowers in obtaining guaranteed

loans. During fiscal 1988, 2,671 insured loan applications

were shifted to guaranteed loans. They totaled $194

million.

Interest Rate Also giving impetus to the guaranteed loan program was
Buydown the interest rate buydown initiative. FmHA will match, up
Lowered Debt to 2 percent, any reduction in interest which a private

lender gives a guaranteed borrower. This could provide

the borrower a break of up to 4 percentage points.

During the year, 2,278 loans, totaling $274 million, had
interest rates reduced by a total of $16 million.

Borrowers For the fourth consecutive year, more than 98 percent of

Assisted the agency's approximately 244,000 farm borrowers were

able to continue farming. FmHA provided special

servicing assistance such as deferrals, rescheduling, loan

consolidations, and refinancings for almost 56,000

borrowers who otherwise might not have been able to

remain in business.

Emergency
Loans
Provided

Housing
Loans
Provided

At the end of fiscal 1988, 1.589 counties in 27 States were
eligible for FmHA emergency loans. During the year, 554

low-interest emergency loans totaling S30 million were

made. The bulk represented disasters prior to 1988

because of the substantial lead time between a farmer's

loss and the need to finance subsequent planting.

FmHA continued to supply rural Americans with decent,

safe, and sanitary housing through its single and
multifamily housing programs. The agency obligated $1.27

billion to provide single family housing to about 35,000

rural families. It also obligated $555 million for more than

700 multifamily housing projects to accommodate 15,000

rural families.
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Business,

Industry

Assisted

FmHA, through its Business and Industrial Loan Program

(B&I), played a critical role in USDA's Rural Regeneration

Initiative. This is a program designed to stimulate the

rural economy and provide off-farm income for rural

Americans. The agency, through the B&I program,

obligated almost $96 million in guaranteed loans to rural

businesses in an effort to create new jobs or to save

existing jobs.

Programs Other activities included loans and grants of $330 million

Were Active for rural water and waste disposal facilities and $96

million for other community facilities. In fiscal 1988,

FmHA made 81,689 loans and grants amounting to a total

of $4.9 billion.

Federal Crop Insurance
Corporation

Enrollment The Federal Crop Insurance Corporation (FCIC) earned an

Increased estimated $430 million in premiums during crop year

1988, an increase of $65 million or 18 percent over the

previous year's earnings. The increase marked a clear

improvement in earned income for the crop insurance

program, the first since legislation in 1980 changed the

way FCIC does business. The corporation carried $6.8

billion in liability on 53 million insured acres.

Drought
Struck

FCIC faced heavy losses from the drought. Early

processing of claims indicates that insurance losses from

the drought may not be as severe as once expected.

The 1988 Disaster Assistance Act was passed by the

Congress in response to the needs of farmers affected by
the drought. The law requires that certain producers

receiving assistance enroll in the crop insurance program
in crop year 1989. New procedures for processing these

applications are being coordinated with the

administration of the drought assistance package in the

Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service.

Orderly
Review
Planned

Early in the year, FCIC froze all changes in insurance

policies and instituted a "Two-year Planning Cycle." This

will allow orderly review and change of current policies

and the systematic introduction and marketing of new
policies. FCIC also began developing an Information

Resources Management Division and new mechanisms
for internal controls.
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Overpayments FCIC tackled "fraud, waste, and abuse'" through a fully

Identified developed and staffed compliance function. FCIC now
has regional compliance offices in Dallas, Kansas City,

Raleigh, and Sacramento. The compliance function has

identified over S2.7 million in overpayment of indemnities

on about 15 percent of the cases reviewed from crop

years 1984 through 1988.

Processing FCIC took steps toward moving some of its computers

Put Closer closer to the farmers to improve the agency's ability7 to

To Farmers respond to their needs. It inaugurated an automation

program for distributive processing of insurance records.

Telecommunications will help FCIC track the business.

Implementation of the new system will continue in 1989.

Rural Electrification

Administration

Electric

Loans
Approved

During fiscal 1988, the Rural Electrification Administration

(REA) approved 138 insured loans totaling $622 million to

provide electricity to rural areas. In addition, six loan

guarantees totaling nearly S775 million were approved for

generation and transmission projects. On September 30,

the principal outstanding for insured and guaranteed

electric loans totaled more than S30 billion.

Telephone rea approved 41 insured loans during fiscal 1988. They
Loans totaled $193 million. The Rural Telephone Bank approved
Approved 32 loans totaling S80 million. As of September 30, the

amount of financing outstanding to telephone borrowers

was S4.5 billion.

Loans
Audited

Applications

Received

REA completed 828 audits of borrower loans in fiscal

1988. compared to 821 reviews in 1987. It was found in

208 of them that about $26.5 million in loan funds had

been spent improperly. As a result, such expenditures

were disallowed as REA loan expenses. In a separate

action, a peer review audit program was instituted. It

requires that Certified Public Accountants auditing REA
borrowers belong to an approved peer review program.

REA received applications for $703 million in loans from

electric distribution borrowers during fiscal 1988, down
from $802 million in 1987. No applications were received

for the construction of new generating plants because of

surplus capacity in the electric industry. Applications for

new telephone loans decreased from $322 million in fiscal

1987 to $187 million in 1988.

Energy Sold Total energy sold by REA electric distribution borrowers in

1987 totaled 169 million megawatt hours, a decrease of
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Rates, Usage
Increased

Strengthened

Revenue
Improved

Notes Paid

Refinancing
Approved

1.4 percent from the previous year. Average residential

usage has risen about 3 percent since 1983.

Retail rates for residential consumers increased to an

average of 7.3 cents per kilowatt hour in 1987, only 0.1

percent higher than the 1986 average. Average usage per

residential consumer rose about 0.5 percent to 925

kilowatt hours per month.

Electric distribution borrowers continued to show financial

strength. During 1987, their composite net margin

(income) was $806 million and equity, 36.8 percent.

Operating revenue, net income, and ratio of current assets

to current liabilities continued to improve for telephone

borrowers during 1987. Composite operating revenue was
$3-3 billion. Net income was $570 million. The ratio of

current assets to current liabilities was 359.1 percent.

A total of 109 Rural Telephone Bank borrowers paid off

all or part of their notes, depositing $131-3 million into the

U.S. Treasury in an early repayment program authorized

in the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987

COBRA). Forty-three utilities paid their loans in full while

66 others paid a portion of their outstanding balance.

During fiscal 1988, six generation and transmission

systems (G&Ts) were given approval to refinance their

long-term, high-interest Federal Financing Bank (FFB)

loans, without premium, in the private sector. Under
OBRA, Congress required REA to approve $2 billion in

FFB refinancing.

The following cooperatives were determined to be in the

greatest need of refinancing and subsequently approved:

Big Rivers Electric Corporation, Henderson, KY, $319-4

million; Cajun Electric Power Cooperative, Inc., Baton

Rouge, LA, $1,045.3 billion; Deseret G&T Cooperative,

Sandy, UT, $188.5 million; Kansas Electric Power Coopera-

tive, Inc., Topeka, KS, $62.4 million; Tex-La Electric

Cooperative of Texas, Inc., Nacogdoches, TX, $102.2

million; Western Illinois Power Cooperative, Inc., Jackson-

ville, IL, $285.9 million.
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Food and Consumer
Services

Food and Nutrition Service

WIC Funding A revised formula was adopted for distributing

Rules Revised administrative and program service funds under the

Special Supplemental Food Program for Women, Infants

and Children (WIC). The revised formula ties funding

more closely to participation levels and encourages States

to lower food costs.

WIC Food
Costs Reduced

New Commodity
Rules Issued

Commodity
Newsletter

Begun

Improvements
Made
In Commodities

Fifteen States reduced WIC food costs by more than $35
million through cost containment initiatives. These
initiatives included infant formula rebates, in which
manufacturers offer a rebate for ever)7 can of their

company's brand of formula used by WIC participants. In

fiscal 1989, these cost reductions will allow WIC to serve

over half a million additional persons.

New rules were proposed to carry out the provisions of

the Commodity Distribution Reform Act of 1987. Those
that took immediate effect, on an interim basis, included

improved procedures for ordering, allocating, delivering,

and replacing commodities; improving communication
with user agencies; buying domestic products; and
controlling commodity quality.

A quarterly newsletter, Commodity Foods, was initiated to

teach commodity users the operation of the Food
Distribution Program and the use of commodities, and to

keep them advised of current developments.

Among efforts to make the Food Distribution Program

more responsive to user needs, packages were improved

for several commodities and specifications were changed

to improve others. The salt content of fish and chicken

nuggets was reduced. Only low-saturated fats are being

used to process commodities. New products introduced

and adapted to user needs include coarse ground beef,

coarse ground pork, and boneless bulk beef and pork

picnics for reprocessing; spiral macaroni, frozen whole

eggs, breaded chicken, canned refried beans, and fish

nuggets.

Advisory
Council Met

The National Advisory Council on Commodity
Distribution, made up of 15 non-USDA members, held its

first meeting in October. The Council will advise USDA on

program rules and on developing specifications for

commodities.
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Contracts
Reduced
Supplies

During fiscal 1988, 75 processors participated in the

National Commodity Processing Program, converting more
than 65 million pounds of price support commodities into

end products for sale at a discount to eligible users.

Lunch Recipes Over 90,000 sets of new school lunch recipes were
Distributed distributed to schools and institutions participating in the

National School Lunch Program.

Nutrition

Spending
Increased

Federal expenditures for all child nutrition programs

totaled $5.1 billion in fiscal 1988. That's 4.7 percent over

the prior year. Strongest growth occurred in the Child

Care Food Program.

Lunch Program In fiscal 1988, an average of 24.2 million children in

Helped Many 90,500 schools participated in the National School Lunch
Program. Special assistance for low-income children

accounted for 81 percent of the total Federal cash

payments.

WIC Program
Helped More

Food Stamp
Totals

Declined

Employment
Training
Emphasized

Quality

Control
Improved

In the WIC Program, average monthly participation

reached al all-time high of 3.7 million, 7.5 percent above

the previous year. Because of special efforts by the States,

high-risk persons, such as pregnant teenagers and low
birthweight babies, formed a growing percentage of WIC
participants.

During fiscal 1988, the Food Stamp Program reached an

average of about 18.7 million people each month. There

was a slight decline in participation, due largely to

continued high employment.

To help food stamp recipients become self-supporting,

USDA allotted $60 million in unmatched grants to State

agencies in fiscal 1988 for the Employment and Training

(E&T) Program. Other Federal support for the program
indued $28.7 million toward administrative costs and
$12.5 million to help reimburse E&T participants for their

training or work-related expenses.

Food stamp overpayment error rates for 1987—which
became available in mid- 1988 —were the lowest ever: 7.59

percent compared to 99 percent for fiscal 1981.
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Human Nutrition Information
Service

Consumption
Survey
Completed

Eating

Behavior
Reported

Review
Contracted

The 1987-88 Nationwide Food Consumption Survey
(NFCS) data collection, begun in April 1987, was
completed. This survey, conducted in intervals of about 10

years, monitors food consumption and dietary practices by
households and individuals. Results will be published in a

series of reports. Also, research teams in three universities

are identifying factors that affect household food

consumption and food cost.

Data on food and nutrient consumption by women and
young children from 1985 and 1986 surveys were
published in a series of nine statistical reports. The entire

series was prepared for publication within 18 months after

completion of interviews in 1985 and 1986.

These Continuing Surveys of Food Intakes by Individuals

(CSFII) will resume in 1989 and continue annually

thereafter. They will include all individuals from sample

households. A new type of questionnaire will be added. A
Diet/Health Knowledge supplement to be carried out with

one designated respondent in each household will be
used to evaluate the relationship between an individual's

reported food intake and his or her knowledge, attitudes,

and behaviors regarding nutrition.

USDA and the Department of Health and Human Services

(HHS) have contracted with the Federation of American

Societies for Experimental Biology to conduct a scientific

review and assessment of data and information available

through the National Nutrition Monitoring System (NNMS)
and other sources on the dietary and nutritional status of

Americans. Findings will serve as the scientific basis of the

joint report that USDA and HHS will send to Congress in

1989. The report will update the dietary and nutritional

status of the U.S. population based on data from the

NNMS produced or released since the previous NNMS
report to Congress in 1986. Also, an indepth analysis of

nutritional factors in cardiovascular disease and an

assessment of iron nutriture will be included.

Fast Food
Facts

Published

The revised "Composition of Foods" Agriculture

Handbook No. 8 section on fast foods (AH 8-21) was
published. Also, provisional tables on the stearic acid,

omega-3 fatty acids, cholesterol, and dietary fiber contents

of selected foods were published.
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Dietary To continue promoting the USDA/HHS "Dietary

Guidelines Guidelines for Americans," a "Dietary Guidelines Teaching

Promoted Kit" is being distributed to high school home economics

teachers for classroom use. Bulletins will be published

early in 1989, along with a Dietary Guidelines poster, to

help people incorporate the Guidelines in food selections.

Home Costs The costs of four USDA family food plans—thrifty, low-

Published cost, moderate-cost, and liberal—were released monthly.

The thrifty food plan is used as the basis for benefits in

the Food Stamp Program.

Nutrient

Estimates

Published

The 1986 estimates of the nutrient content of the U.S.

supply were published in a number of agricultural

publications and statistical bulletins.

food

Office of the Consumer Advisor

Regional The Office of Information worked with the Office of the

Conferences Consumer Advisor (OCA) to coordinate two major

Held conferences for journalists on nutrition and food safety.

The conferences were conducted by the Department of

Agriculture and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA).

They were held in Washington, DC, and San Francisco.

The conferences were targeted to food, health, science,

and consumer journalists and other information multipliers

who provide guidance to the public about nutrition and
food safety.

The conference had two major objectives: To provide

sound information about food safety and nutrition to

consumers; and to encourage journalists to contact

appropriate Government officials when preparing an

article or broadcast about an issue with which USDA or

FDA is involved.

Attendees received updates on nutrition, health claims on
food labels, proposed changes in food labeling, what
consumers want to know about handling food safely, how
foods are being redesigned to meet consumers' needs,

how the Government monitors food for unwanted
residues, how to reduce the risk of foodborne illnesses,

and how science is used to protect food. Attendees have

the potential to provide accurate information about food

to millions of American households.

Information In addition, the consumer advisor used television inter-

Provided views, articles written for USDA publications, presenta-

tions to national audiences, and other public forums to

provide information about food, agriculture, and USDA
consumer services.
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Science and Education

Agricultural Research Service

Research Agricultural Research Service (ARS) renamed one
Facilities laboratory and dedicated four other new research

Developed facilities. The U.S. Livestock Insects Laboratory at Kerrville,

TX. was renamed the Knipling-Bushland U.S. Livestock

Insects Laboratory. This honors the two ARS scientists

who pioneered the sterile male technique for eradicating

the screwworm from the United States and Mexico. A new
facility for the South Central Family Farm Research Center

at Booneville, AR, was dedicated, as were the Small

Grains Germplasm Research facility at Aberdeen. ID; the

Northern Crops Science Laboratory at North Dakota State

University, Fargo; and the Childrens' Nutrition Research

Center at the Baylor University College of Medicine.

Houston. TX.

Veterinary In cooperation with the University of Nebraska and

Facility Begun Kansas State University, the agency broke ground for a

one-of-a-kind veterinary research and training facility on
the grounds of the Roman L. Hruska U.S. Meat Animal

Research Center at Clay Center, NE. The new facility,

which should be operational by the spring of 1990, will

train senior veterinary7 students and conduct research to

bridge the gap between animal production and animal

health protection.

Consortium A biotechnology7 research and development consortium

Started involving ARS. the University of Illinois, six private firms,

and local business interests was launched at the ARS
Northern Regional Research Center at Peoria, IL. The
consortium was formed to speed the results of ARS
research from the lab to the marketplace.

Patents ARS scientists reported 139 inventions to agency patent

Increased advisors in fiscal 1988, nearly twice as many as in 1987.

The agency also transferred 29 patents to the Department

of Commerce—compared to 14 in 1987—for exclusive

license arrangements with individual firms.

Groundwater ARS published the first two parts of a four-part series

Plan outlining the agency's plan for research on its highest

Developed priority: groundwater contamination as a result of

agricultural activity. Parts 1 and 2. on pesticides and
nitrate, are now available. Part 3. on salts and trace

elements, and part 4, on biocontrol. are being prepared

and should be available in 1989.
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Biological

Pest Controls

Advanced

Vaccine
Planned

Plants

Survived

Stress

Kenaf
Studied

Two firms have adapted USDA technology for producing

and storing a grasshopper-killing parasite. They are selling

the parasite to Western homeowners and ranchers. The
parasite attacks the grasshoppers' fat cells and depletes

their energy stores. ARS scientists also have developed a

way to lab-rear a tiny wasp called Microplitis croceipes,

which attacks and kills the tobacco budworm and the

cotton bollworm, two of the Nation's worst crop pests.

A California biotechnology firm and ARS scientists are

teaming up to produce the first vaccine against cattle

grubs.

ARS scientists have determined the optimal temperature

ranges—called "thermal kinetic windows"—for crop

growth. The range differs with the crop. When a plant's

temperature exceeds the top end of the window, the

activity of certain plant enzymes slows, reducing the

plant's ability to discharge potentially lethal waste

byproducts and to use light to make food. The scientists

hope to transfer controlling genes between plants.

ARS has resumed research on the growth and use of kenaf

as a domestic source of newsprint and other products.

Researchers also are investigating the use of such other

crops as guayule, cuphea, lesquerella, jojoba,

meadowfoam, rapeseed, and crambe as sources of

industrial raw materials for rubber, detergents, and
lubricants.

"Killer Bees" With aggressive Africanized honeybees expected to enter

Anticipated the United States within 2 years, ARS scientists are already

fighting the pest. Africanized bees sting in greater

numbers with less provocation than do the domestic

European honey bees. They also are less efficient at

producing honey and pollinating crops. Researchers are

mapping the genes of the gentler European bees in hopes
of genetically engineering a strain of gentle bees that can

compete more successfully with the African bees.

Cooperative State Research
Service

CSRS Centennial
Celebrated

Inauguration of a lecture series concerned with "Science

in the Public Service" celebrated the commemoration of

the opening in 1888 of the Office of Experiment Stations,

the predecessor of the Cooperative State Research Service

(CSRS). Dr. John Fulkerson, principal scientist for CSRS
from I960 until his retirement in 1988, delivered the first

lecture, "Proud Past—Fantastic Future."
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Water
Quality

Studied

Biosafety

Studied

Economics
Studied

Cotton
Research
Pointed Way

Industrial

Crops
Developed

USA Program
Started

CSRS joined the Agricultural Research Sendee CARS) and
State agricultural experiment stations in undertaking a

unique water quality research plan to assess agricultural

impact on ground-water quality and to develop new cost-

effective systems to reduce pollutants. An illustrated

brochure, "USDA Research Plan for Water Quality," was
published.

Pioneer work at Clemson University traced a genetically

tagged soil microbe to determine if it moved significantly

in the soil. The tagged organisms were found to have
moved only a few feet in the soil after a year of

observation. Such studies help develop guidelines for

safety in further experiments on genetically altered

organisms.

The second in a series of publications examining

agricultural economics was printed. The publication

resulted from a joint CSRS/American Agricultural

Economics Association symposium in Knoxville, TN.

Subjects, which emphasize quality assurance, range from

an identification of research issues to an outline for

alternative approaches for reviewing agricultural

economics programs.

Research coordinated by CSRS and conducted by ARS and
scientists at the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station

demonstrated that the use of insecticides can be reduced

in cotton by 70 percent, a savings of S35 million annually

to farmers. As a result of such research on cotton pests, a

law was passed in Texas requiring the destruction of

cotton crop residues.

Several industrial crops were developed further. Kenaf.

Newsprint made from kenaf was used commercially. A
prototype harvest system was developed. A video tape/

film, "Kenaf Harvesting," and a 13-page color brochure.

"Kenaf Newsprint," wTere distributed internationally.

Guayule: The Guayule development program, in

cooperation with the Department of Defense. Firestone

Tire and Rubber Company, and the Gila River Indian

Community, dedicated the Guayule Rubber Prototype

Facility in Arizona for domestic natural rubber production.

Bass: A 6-year-old aquaculture project for raising hybrid

striped bass in Maryland was initiated. It is expected to

produce 60,000 pounds of fish a year. Crambe/Rapeseed:

A comprehensive crambe/winter rapeseed program was
established to concentrate on expanding use of the plant's

oil, high in erucic acid.

A low -input/sustainable agriculture (LISA) program was
implemented. Four regional centers offered support for

joint research among State/ Federal/private cooperators.

Also, the Office for Small-Scale Agriculture distributed

nationwide a tape/slide set "The Perfect Tomato—The
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Ideal Blackberry," eight fact sheets, and a quarterly

memorandum.

Center Grants
Awarded

Brucellosis

Vaccine
Developed

Research
Targeted

Coordination
Provided

CSRS participated in the Department of Energy/National

Science Foundation/USDA Plant Science Center's Program.

Grants of $9.5 million for 5 years were awarded to three

universities. Also, the agency participated in the feasibility

studies of Michigan State University's Center for Genetic

Biochemical Alteration of Plant Lipids and Starch. The
center conducts research into lipid and starch metabolism,

aiming at the genetic manipulation of crops to produce

industrial compounds.

At the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, a new
brucellosis vaccine was tested which could save millions

of dollars annually in regulatory problems and herd health

costs. The new vaccine does not cause false positive test

results and cannot infect humans, unlike the current

vaccine. It is also more stable, flexible, easy to make, and
easy to use.

In support of the interagency task force on Salmonella

enteritidis, CSRS helped determine research needed to

control this organism.

CSRS, through its regional research project IR-4, provided

the national coordination and focus for obtaining

clearances for pesticide usage on minor or specialty crops.

Scientists in the State agricultural experiment stations

assisted in defining pest control needs. The effort involved

more than 250 crop and animal pest or disease control

needs and the eventual registration of about 125

pesticides for use on minor crops.

Extension Service

Initiatives

Introduced
ByCES

Competitive
Farming
Spotlighted

Leaders of the Cooperative Extension System (CES)

introduced the system's national initiatives in January. The
system is refocusing resources through issues

programming, a new strategic planning process, and
increased linkages with private and public organizations.

The National Initiative on Competitiveness and
Profitability of American Agriculture. This focuses on
integrated farming and marketing systems, biotechnology,

and global competitiveness. Extension sponsored a

national workshop to launch a total systems approach
within the beef industry. It worked with the Cooperative

State Research Service (CSRS) in allocating $3.9 million for

projects to develop low-input sustainable agricultural

systems. Joining the Office of Governmental and Public

Affairs and CSRS in four regional biotechnology

workshops and then, through a national teleconference,

local, State, and national Extension staff examined
Extension's role in biotechnology.
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Alternative

Opportunities

Explored

Extension
Focused on
Revitalization

Natural

Resources
Spotlighted

Water Quality

Management
Encouraged

The Alternative Agricultural Opportunities National

Initiative. This defined three critical issues: the alternative

marketing, management, and production of traditional

crop and livestock products; marketing, management, and
production of alternative products or services; and off-

farm employment or entrepreneurship compatible with a

continuing farm operation.

The Revitalizing Rural America National Initiative. This

focuses Extension resources on building the long-term

capacity of individuals, families, businesses, and
communities to compete in a global and changing
economy.

A national Rural Information Center (RIC) was established

in cooperation with the National Agricultural Library. This

provides information and referral service to rural officials.

The Conservation and Management of Natural Resources

National Initiative. CES joined the American Forestry

Association in holding a major conference on the status

of the Nation's renewable natural resources. This

conference set the stage for determining priority policy

and program directions for the next decade.

The National Initiative on Water Quality. Extension staff

conducted a national workshop and prepared a major

policy paper on water quality and management.
Extension is addressing the issue of the impact of

agricultural chemicals on water resources. Programs are

encouraging rural residents to test their water-supply

wells.

Initiative

Focused
On Nutrition

Initiative

Focused
On the Family

The Nutrition, Diet, and Health National Initiative. This

identifies two critical areas: dietary practices related to

lifestyle factors and health; and, confidence in the safety,

quality, and composition of the food supply. Five

educational modules on diet and health are planned for

early 1989.

The Family and Economic Well-Being National Initiative.

Programs under this initiative brought together 542,000

people in 35 States and territories as they sought help in

managing economic and social stress. An additional 22

million persons were reached on these issues through

mass media.

Human The Building Human Capital National Initiative. Extension

Capital identified four critical issues: facilitating career

Spotlighted preparation and transition; developing leaders; renewing

volunteerism; and preparing youth for responsibility. A
national teleconference initiated Extension involvement in

"Making the Grade," (a report card for youth) promoted

by the National Collaboration for Youth. The 4-H Program
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"Youth
At Risk"

Defined

is a participant. Four new national programs are

underway: Establishment of an agricultural science career

institute; development of family job counseling clinics;

youth as advocates for youth; and human capital

development in urban areas.

"Youth At Risk" is the newest national initiative. A task

force began work in early summer. Members are meeting

with key national, State, and local decisionmakers and

corporate leaders to identify critical issues and explore

cooperative ventures.

Database
Access
Improved

National Agricultural Library

The National Agricultural Library's (NAL) 2,600,000-record

index to the agricultural literature (AGRICOLA) is now
available on four compact disks: 1970-76, 1977-80, 1981-

84, and 1984-present. Another vendor offers AGRICOLA
on three disks covering 1979-82, 1983-85, and 1986-

present. A current disk includes the CRIS database of

agricultural projects prepared by the Cooperative State

Research Service (CSRS).

Specialized

Centers
Increased

RIC
Expanded

Animal
Welfare
Supported

Aquaculture
Products
Developed

A 13th specialized information center has been added to

12 already established at NAL. The new center is the

Youth Development Information Center (YDIC), a joint

project of the Extension Service and NAL. The YDIC
provides information services to youth development

professionals, supporting the 4-H professional research

and knowledge requirements.

The Rural Information Center has expanded to involve

State and county extension agents in 35 States. These

coordinators work with the information center staff in

serving rural officials, community leaders, and economic
development organizations.

The Animal Welfare Information Center is cooperating in

projects for improving the care and management of

laboratory animals with Texas Tech University Health

Sciences Center, Lubbock, TX; the Scientists Center for

Animal Welfare, Bethesda, MD; the Institute of Laboratory

Animal Resources of the National Academy of Sciences,

Washington, DC; and Princeton Scientific Publishing

Company, Princeton, NJ.

The Aquaculture Information Center has received

supplemental funding from several Federal agencies. It is

cooperating in the development of expert advisory

systems in aquaculture with Louisiana State University and
with the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United

Nations. It is working on publications with the Joint

Subcommittee on Aquaculture and the National Oceanic

and Atmospheric Administration.
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Low-Input
Farming
Advanced

Photos
Made
Accessible

Products and services of the National Alternative Farming
Systems Information Center were developed in

cooperation with several interested organizations.

To implement the concept of finding photos by index

terms and looking at them without handling the original

copies, photos stored in USDA's Office of Information are

being put on a WORM (Write Once, Read Many) laser

disk. This type of disk allows repeated updating.

Access
Improved

Land-Grant University libraries in 43 States now participate

with NAL in a program to increase access to State

agricultural documents. Procedures are being simplified.

Citations are announced in NAL's AGRICOLA database

and in the international agricultural database, AGRIS. of

the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the

United Nations. This program ensures access to the

extensive agricultural research and applications reported

in experiment station. Extension System, and other State

agricultural documents.

Information The NAL will be a participant in the Agricultural Libraries

Network Information Network being formed by institutions with an

Established interest in agricultural information. Plans call for

participation by agricultural industry libraries, 1890 Land-

Grant Institutions, members of the National Association of

State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges (NASULGC),
Public Libraries Association, Special Libraries Association,

State libraries and others.

ARS Library Staff members of the NAL and the Agricultural Research

Operations Service (ARS) have been probing ways the NAL can assist

Reviewed ARS' field libraries more effectively at a reasonable cost.

Streamlining is underway in ARS library operations.
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Economics

Economic Analysis Staff

Reports The Economic Analysis Staff (EAS) coordinated the reports

Coordinated of the Interagency Drought Policy Committee. Four

interim reports to the President assessed the extent of the

1988 drought, its impact on the Nation, and the Federal

response.

Budget Act EAS prepared analyses of the Omnibus Budget

Analyzed Reconciliation Act of 1987 and the Disaster Assistance Act

of 1988. It provided technical support during

congressional debate and mark-ups of these bills.

Guidance
Provided

EAS also provided technical guidance for implementing

USDA's responsibilities under the Immigration Reform and
Control Act 1986, particularly in developing the rules and
regulations pertaining to the Special Agricultural Worker
and the H-2A Temporary Agricultural Worker programs.

Economic Research Service

ERS Provided The Economic Research Service (ERS) kept Congress, the

Drought Administration, and the Interagency Drought Policy

Evaluation Committee current on the severity of last summer's

drought and its likely impacts on crop yields, livestock

production, farm income, and food prices.

Ethanol's

Prospects

Evaluated

ERS research concluded that existing Federal fuel excise

tax exemption enabled ethanol likely to remain cost

competitive as a fuel blending agent, especially given its

value as an octane enhancer.

Farm Credit ERS economists noted that the effects of the Agricultural

Markets Credit Act of 1987—geographic degregulation of financial

Examined institutions and severe regional problems in banking and
thrift industries—are still being felt. Rural and agricultural

bank failures will continue to decrease, they said, except

in the Southwest where delinquent oil and gas loans are a

problem.

U.S.-Canada In connection with the U.S.-Canadian Trade Agreements,

Agreement ERS analysts calculated the Canadian producer subsidy

Studied equivalents (PSE's) were highest for dairy and sugar;

moderate but growing for western grains and oilseeds;

and low but stable for corn, soybeans, beef, and pork.

Canadian support accounted for about a quarter of the

value of agricultural production. The bilateral trade

agreement could affect about half of the current U.S.
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agricultural exports to Canada, they said, and about a

fourth of the U.S. imports from there.

Trade ERS analysts found that trade liberalization would lead to

Liberalization moderate increases in world prices and trade for most
Studied agricultural products. This would partly offset the long-

term decline in prices but would not prevent it.

Agricultural trade liberalization would have a modest
effect in industrial countries.

Foreign Sales ERS research revealed that 419 rural counties heavily

Studied dependent on exporting agricultural commodities

benefited the most from trade upswings in the 1980's.

They suffered the most when exports declined. These

counties are primarily in the Mississippi Delta, Corn Belt,

and Great Plains. Half of their total farm sales were from

five export-oriented crops—corn, wheat, soybeans, cotton,

and rice.

Milk Order
Program
Studied

Certificate

Costs

Reviewed

CRP Effect

Listed

Water Quality

Benefits

Identified

An ERS study determined that the Federal milk marketing

order system could be modified. If the order were based

more on cost and market oriented, the study said,

economic efficiency would increase while the public

benefits of market stability would be maintained.

Between April 1986 and March 1988, about $17.9 billion

of generic certificates were issued. Redemptions through

May 1988 approached $17.1 billion. An ERS analysis

determined that, while it may have cost more to issue

certificates than to make payments in cash during fiscal

1987, costs for fiscal 1988 and 1989 will be about the

same as had the payments been in cash.

The Conservation Reserve Program (CRP), coupled with

the existing Acreage Reduction Program (ARP), and Paid

Land Diversion (PLD), decreases crop supplies, reduces

soil erosion, improves water quality, increases timber

production, raises consumer food costs and farm income,

and decreases commodity program expenses, according to

an ERS assessment. The most important aspect of the CRP
may be increased environmental benefits from targeting

highly erodible lands.

The CRP will have an important impact on the quality of

surface water in lakes and streams. ERS analysts anticipate

increased participation in recreational fishing and lower

costs associated with dredging, reservoir sedimentation,

roadside and irrigation ditch maintenance, water

treatment, and floods. The removal of 23 million acres of

highly erodible cropland will generate between SI and S3

billion in water quality benefits.
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Counties Tied ERS reported that farming provided at least 20 percent of

To Farming total labor and proprietor income in slightly more than

Declined 500 counties during 1980-84, down from over 700

counties in 1975-79. These counties, mostly in the Great

Plains and western Corn Belt, are not necessarily the

largest producers but farming represents a major

economic base for them. They did not participate as fully

as other counties in the diversification of the rural

economy in the 1960's and 1970's.

National Agricultural Statistics

Service

Drought The National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS)

Survey conducted three special surveys during the summer of

Conducted 1988 to help identify the severity of drought. The surveys

were conducted with computer-assisted telephone

interviewing techniques, speeding the process and
keeping data current. State statistical offices also provided

an important communications link between the Depart-

ment's Haynet operation and State Departments of

Agriculture, helping to match hay supplies with farmers

who needed assistance.

Livestock Four regional meetings were held with industry and other

Estimating data users. Livestock statistics were emphasized. NASS
Improving improved its program by expanding to the national level

the hogs and pigs estimates of March 1 and September 1

and shifting a cattle inventory report to July 1. The agency

also introduced trout and catfish production estimates,

and expanded its weekly broiler report to include three

more States.

Computers
Aided
Interviews

New Data Base
Speeded
Estimates

Farm Labor
Program Begun

Computer-assisted personal interviewing was initiated in

two States for livestock prices. A portable computer and
face-to-face interviews replaced the paper and pencil

questionnaire technique.

NASS implemented an automated data base for estimating

hogs and pigs. Survey indications, charts, and previous

estimates are viewed on computer screens by those

developing final estimates. Previously, each reviewer had
to look at State paper worksheets one at a time.

Expanded farm labor statistics are required by the

Immigration Reform Act. NASS tested new survey tech-

niques which make it possible to estimate the number of

seasonal agricultural workers. The work was coordinated

with the Department of Labor, the Bureau of the Census,

and the Economic Research Service.

International Technical assistance and training were provided to foreign

Assistance countries to help develop and improve their agricultural

Provided statistics programs. Thirty-one NASS employees assisted 14
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countries, including Cameroon, Honduras, Morocco,
Pakistan, and the Sudan.

Office Operating procedures in 10 State statistical offices were
Procedures reviewed between August 1987 and September 1988 to

Reviewed determine how well specific programs meet established

standards and instructions. NASS intends to conduct

similar reviews in the remaining field offices and
headquarters units in the future. The reviews are

designed to identify activities that should be improved,

while noting those statistically sound procedures that

should be adopted by other offices and Washington, DC
units.

Office of Energy

Reserve The Office of Energy (OE) analyzed the feasibility of

Study storing ethanol for emergency energy use in a Strategic

Published Ethanol Reserve. The study found that such a reserve

would cost more than storing an equal amount of oil in

the Strategic Petroleum Reserve.

Leaded Gas OE represented farm interests in Environmental Protection

Concerns Agency (EPA) actions on the need for leaded gasoline in

Addressed farm equipment. In part because of concerns raised by
OE, EPA did not ban sales of leaded gasoline and agreed

to help reduce damage to farm engines as leaded gasoline

disappears from the market.

Tax Changes Changes in collection procedures for Federal excise taxes

Analyzed on diesel fuel, which would create a hardship for farmers,

were analyzed. Officials of the Treasury Department were

briefed. Congress overturned new collection procedures.

Department OE represented the Department at numerous meetings,

Represented participating in U.S. Trade Representatives's Working

Groups on Natural Reources and on the U.S.-Canada Free

Trade Agreement.
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Drought
Impact
Forecast

Weather
Monitored

Projections

Monitored

World Agricultural Outlook Board

The World Agricultural Outlook Board (WAOB) recog-

nized the emerging North American drought in the spring

and developed a way to estimate the impact on crops. It

issued special early-season projections of U.S. crop

production in its monthly World Agricultural Supply and
Demand Estimates report. Projects in the July report

proved to be consistent with survey-based forecasts in

later months. The board's assessment put the drought's

impact in perspective, provided sound information to

commodity markets, and formed a basis for timely

preparation of drought-relief measures by USDA and
Congress.

As the drought emerged, the board's Joint Agricultural

Weather Facility (JAWF) and chief meteorologist served as

major sources of information on the drought's effects. The
JAWF developed scenarios for gauging the drought's

impact on yields. In addition to playing a key role in the

Interagency Drought Task Force and briefing top Federal

officials, the chief meteorologist served as a public

spokesperson on drought developments.

The board strengthened USDA's long-term commodity
projections used to project the USDA budget and the cost

of farm programs. Agency responsibilities were better

defined and an interagency projections committee was
created.

Futures The board was charged with carrying out a formal

Agreement agreement between USDA and the Commodity Futures

Implemented Trading Commission designed to make sure that futures

markets serve the best interests of both farmers and
consumers.

Conference Outlook '88, USDA's 65th annual outlook conference held

Held in December, included newsmaking sessions on General

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) negotiations, farm

policy, and commodity outlook. C-Span coverage was an

outlook conference first.
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Administration

Office of Advocacy and Enterprise

Small Farms With the support of the historically black colleges and
Supported universities, several initiatives were undertaken to help

farmers and rural communities comply with new
conservation requirements and rural revitalization plans.

One such initiative was a 3-day Small and Limited

Resource Farmers' Conference held at Southern University

in Louisiana.

Conferences Several USDA conferences were held with the 1890 Land-

Held Grant Institutions and Tuskegee Institute. They focused on
the higher educational aspects of agriculture and related

Committee The Citizens' Advisory Committee on Equal Opportunity

Met in DC, held meetings in Washington, DC and at various sites in

Alaska Alaska. The committee examined the USDA Management
Council; accomplishments by the Office of Advocacy and
Enterprise (OAE); functions of the Office of Personnel, as

they relate to the USDA equal employment opportunity

program; and the delivery of programs in Alaska by the

Forest Service, the Soil Conservation Service, and the

Farmers Home Administration.

Reviews Thirteen reviews were conducted on Title VI training and

Conducted technical assistance programs; 16 on Title VII and sexual

harassment; and 12 on small and limited resource farmers.

All of these reviews substantially improved civil rights

programs in the field.

Complaints OAE adjudicated and closed 413 program complaints. This

Adjudicated resulted in 16 positive corrective actions and one

employee termination.

Productivity Productivity Four USDA program agencies and 140

Approaches businesses were introduced to quality and productivity

Introduced approaches to improve their work process and

management performance systems. While focusing on

USDA's small, minority and women-owned business

development programs, the concepts and techniques are

applicable to OAE's overall objectives and goals.
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Credits Cards
Used To Collect

Employees
Advised
Of Drug Tests

Cash
Collections

Increased

Office of Finance and
Management

Six USDA agencies have implemented collection by credit

card. Cards are now being accepted for the sale of

publications, a variety of products, recreation fees,

permits, vehicles, and aerial photographs.

All USDA employees have been advised of the

Department's intent to implement the drug-testing portion

of its drug-free workplace plan. A supervisory training

video was developed. Privacy Act notices were published

in the Federal Register to cover systems of records for the

USDA Drug-Free Workplace Program and the Employee
Counseling Services Program.

The Department has increased cash collections and made
cash management improvements including electronic

transfer of funds and expeditious deposit of receipts.

Accomplishments include the following:

—Reduction in Workmen's Compensation cases for an

estimated savings of $1.6 million.

—Net of $950 million from discounted prepayments by
rural development program borrowers.

—Referral of about 11,000 delinquent accounts to the

Internal Revenue Service for -offset against tax refunds.

About 5,500 accounts—valued at more than $2.9 million

—

were offset.

—Savings of about $28 million through the use of

collection and disbursment methods such as concentration

banking, electronic funds transfer, lockboxes, travel credit

cards, and traveler's checks.

Financial

Support
Expanded

Compensation
Control
Awarded

USDA expanded to 19 the number of other departments

and independent agencies which intend to receive or are

receiving, financial systems support services. Fiscal 1988

USDA savings total $2.7 million. The Treasury

Department's decision to procure payroll/ personnel

services from USDA for its 180,000 employees will double

the number of employees being paid through USDA's
cross-servicing program.

A Government-wide contract was awarded for the

management of unemployment compensation. USDA
agencies participating in the contract have reduced their

unemployment compensation bill by nearly $700,000, for

a cost-benefit ratio of 29 to 1

.
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Office of Information
Resources Management

Strategic

Framework
Defined

Consolidation
Accomplished

A strategic framework was defined for information

resources management (IRM) in USDA. It provides

direction through 1995. The framework offers the basic

building block needed by agencies to incorporate IRM
technology into program delivery processes.

Computer processing rates have begun to decrease as the

consolidation of the computer processing workloads was
completed. Processing was done previously at the

Washington and Kansas City computer centers. This was
the first major step of the consolidation. It will save more
than S20-S30 million over 5 years. The National Computer
Center at Kansas City (NCC-KC) successfully took over the

full workload in a manner that was transparent to the

users.

Guidance
Issued

Project

Initiated

USDA spends many millions of dollars on the develop-

ment of maintenance of computer applications software.

OIRM issued a set of policies and guidelines to help

agencies avoid expensive pitfalls.

A departmental project is underway under the GSA Trail

Boss concept to define future USDA data communications

requirements and to carry out a procurement to replace

the departmental communications network (DEPNET) at

the end of the current contract.

Drought The Office of the Secretary Service Center of OIRM
Hotline implemented an emergency tracking system for the

Supported drought hotline providing the Secretary immediate access

to the status of farmers' problems related to the severe

drought. The tracking system also brought together those

in need of supplies to feed their livestock and those

farmers who could provide them.
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Office of Operations

Property
System
Expanded

Property
Repaired

Distribution The Department established the Consolidated Forms and
Center Publications Distribution Center (CFPDC) to serve all

Opened Federal agencies in the Washington, DC , area. USDA
shares the lead role with the Department of Commerce.
Both were chosen by the President's Council on
Management Improvement (PCMI). This Government-wide
initiative is projected to save more than $5 million a year

by 1991. It will include inventories from 34 Federal

agencies when fully implemented.

The Department's personal property online data base

system, PMIS/PROP, is now being used by the

Departments of Commerce and Education, the Merit

Systems Protection Board, U.S. Information Agency, and
the National Park Service. Four additional agencies are

scheduled to begin using PMIS/PROP in 1989.

At headquarters, 785 repairs to critical facility equipment
were completed; 6,000 square feet of office space was
created; and roofs were repaired or replaced for the

Cotton Annex Building and two South Building sections.

Also in the South Building, phase I of the asbestos

abatement program was completed. The first phase of the

$8 million window restoration project was initiated. The
motor control center serving 26 air handlers was replaced.

Concessionaire USDA assumed responsibility from the General Services

Changed Administration (GSA) for the operation of the concessions

facilities in the headquarters complex. A contract was
awarded to a new vendor service. Employee response to

the new food service selections and quality has been
enthusiastic. Physical improvements were made, also.

Space Goal Two years ahead of schedule, USDA has met the

Met Early requirements of the GSA 1990 nationwide space utilization

goal of 135 square feet of office space per person.

Nationwide, USDA has a use rate of 122 square feet per

work station. This makes USDA one of the leaders in

meeting this goal.

Surveys In accord with Executive Order 12512 and the

Conducted Department's Utilization Survey Program, the Office of

Operations provided fiscal 1988 oversight to surveys of 40

pieces of real property valued at $51.3 million. Properties

with an estimated value of $1.1 million were identified for

disposal.
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Office of Personnel

Suggestion
Program
Revitalized

Courses
Scheduled

Personnel
System
Improved

FERS Rules

Issued

Project

Authorized

Marketing
Strategy

Developed

The Office of Personnel (OP) is developing a new
employee suggestion program to enhance productivity

and efficiency through employee involvement. It will

include strong education and promotional activities and
quick, positive responses to employees.

Training courses in 20 subjects are scheduled for 1989.

Nearly 60 percent of them are to be held at field locations.

OP, other users of the payroll/personnel system, and the

National Finance Center plan to implement a user-

designed system to process personnel actions. Based on
nature-of-action codes, this system adheres more closely

to Office of Personnel Management (OPM) rules and
regulations. Also, it is easier for personnel clerks and
specialists to use. It should greatly reduce errors.

OPM issued instructions that permit employees and
annuitants to file a belated transfer election to the Federal

Employees Retirement System to gain exemptions from

the Public Pension Offset. An information program
resulted in 2 percent of employees filing belated elections,

for an overall transfer rate of 6.3 percent—one of the

highest agency transfer rates in the Government.

OP was authorized to develop a demonstration project

that will allow USDA to evaluate an alternative approach

to recruitment, selection, and employee retention. The
project has potential application Federal servicewide. It

will be implemented at selected Forest Service and

Agricultural Research Service sites.

OP developed a marketing strategy to utilize a

coordinated approach to the recruitment and retention of

critical human resources in USDA. The strategy will

include ways to improve outreach activities with

educational institutions from middle school through

college. Also, it will include cooperative working

agreements to encourage careers in agriculture. It is

designed to increase USDA's ability to educate its

employees about mission and programs and to better

facilitate career movement of minorities, women, and the

disabled.
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Governmental and Public
Affairs

Office of Information

Yearbook The 1988 Yearbook of Agriculture, titled "Marketing U.S.

On Marketing Agriculture," was released December 1. The 336-page

Published hardcover was written by experts from farms, industry,

universities, and government. The Yearbook describes the

revolution in the food marketing system caused by new
technology, social changes, and increased competition for

world markets.

Computerized
Information
Expanded

Drought
Activities

Supported

Computerized dissemination of information expanded.

More USDA reports and current information were added
to the Department's primary service for electronic

dissemination of information (EDI). The number of users

and usage increased.

In support of the Department's drought activities, a

summary of developments was released daily until most

major activities were completed. Special news conferences

were arranged by the Office of Information (OI). OI also

helped the Office of Intergovernmental Affairs set up a

computerized drought hay "hotline."

USDA radio offered daily updates by USDA
meteorological personnel regarding the ground moisture

situation and weather conditions.

GATT
Talks

Covered

OFs news coverage of the General Agreement of Tariffs

and Trade (GATT) meeting in Montreal, Canada, marked
the first time a USDA agricultural report was transmitted to

TV stations via satellite from a foreign country. Reports

were fed daily to the satellite and transmitted unscrambled

to stations and home satellite receivers across the Nation.

Regional Food
Journalists'

Meetings Held

FOIA Rules
Updated

OI helped coordinate two regional food journalists'

conferences in cooperation with the Office of Consumer
Advisor and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) of

the Department of Health and Human Services. Key USDA
and FDA officials spoke at the 2-day meetings held in

December in Washington, DC, and in San Francisco, CA.

USDA's Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) regulations

were revised in line with guidelines issued by the

Department of Justice and the Office of Management and
Budget. Proposed rules were published in the Federal

Register. OI began working within USDA
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Fact Sheets

Prepared

to implement the Computer Matching and

Privacy Protection Act of 1988.

The Office for Small-Scale Agriculture was supported in

the development of fact sheets on alternatives for small-

scale farmers.

News Sent Out

Other Major
Conferences
Supported

USDA issued more than l.~60 national news releases

through OI in 1988. both in print and electronically.

OI coordinated news media coverage of a USDA-
sponsored national conference on agricultural products

quality and competitiveness in St. Louis. MO. OI staff

provided summaries of all workshops to news media
around the country at the same time that printed copies

were distributed to conference attendees. OI also

coordinated news coverage of four regional biotechnology-

conferences coordinated bv the Office of Public Liaison.

National OI coordinated a program begun in 198" to identify

Bicentennial National Bicentennial Farms. Nearly 600 families who
Farms Named have owned their farms since the signing of the U.S.

Constitution in 1~8~ have been located.

Teleconference Audio teleconferencing volume rose to nearly 1.500

Work conferences for USDA agencies and staff offices compared
Increased to 1.000 the previous year.

Major video conferences involved Extension Service, the

Presidents Council on Management Improvement, and the

Department of Education.

Graphics OI expanded and upgraded its computer graphics and

Capabilities desktop publishing capabilities. The new technology has

Upgraded made possible almost overnight visual capabilities for

conferences, seminars, congressional hearings, public

meetings, interagency programs, and other activities.
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Advisory
Committee
Formed

Office

Coordinated
Activities

"Notes"

Published

Office of Agricultural
Biotechnology

The Office of Agricultural Biotechnology (OAB) formed

the Agricultural Biotechnology Research Advisory

Committee (ABRAC) and selected the first round of

members. The ABRAC met in full session in March, June,

and September. OAB also managed and supported

meetings of three ABRAC working groups on definitions,

field confinement, and research guidelines.

OAB coordinated the preparation of draft guidelines on
biosafety evaluation and a draft handbook on biotechnol-

ogy field testing.

It also drafted points to consider in the sharing of

scientific information in exchanges between U.S. scien-

tists and colleagues from foreign countries.

In addition, OAB coordinated the scientific review of

outdoor testing proposals for transgenic fish and the

causative agent of brucellosis.

OAB established "Biotechnology Notes," a monthly report

that highlights USDA's biotechnology policies, programs,

and activities.
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Office of Inspector
General

Recoveries, The Office of Inspector General (OIG) audits

Savings recommended recovery of SI09 -6 million in costs and
Realized loans during fiscal 1988. It either resolved or closed 603

audits. These resulted in management commitments to use

funds totaling $27 million more effectively and to seek

recoveries of S33.5 million.

Investigations resulted in 716 indictments and 646

convictions. Monetary results from investigations totaled

S85.3 million, including recoveries and collections of S20.5

million, restitutions of S5.9 million, fines of $3-2 million,

adminstrative penalties of S48.8 million, and cost

advoidance of S6.9 million.

Management The Farmers Home Administration (FmHA) has

Initiative incorporated computer programs into its Finance Center

Undertaken operations that were developed by OIG during recent

audit activities.

OIG projected that improved FmHA cash management
activities through the use of these programs could save

the Government $13 million a year.

$27 Million The principal owner of several banking institutions.

Withheld through unusual lending practices and security

requirements, devised a scheme to evade the 550,000

payment limitation for the Conservation Reserve Program

(CRP). The banker used a "financing plan" to purchase

farms enrolled in the CRP. Through the financing

arrangements, the banker was able to: retain managerial

control of the farms; receive the majority of the program

payments in the form of loan repayments; and obtain the

benefits of ownership, including 40 to 50 percent of the

total equity in the property' . Payments of about S3 million

had already been made to the producers, with an

additional $27 million scheduled to be paid over the

remaining contract periods. USDA withheld the 1988

payments and is determining if any of the participants are

entitled to payments or are eligible to continue their

existing contracts.

Vendor Abuse An audit was initiated to evaluate the system of internal

Found In WIC controls used by States to monitor vendors authorized to

Program accept vouchers for the Special Supplemental Food
Program for Women, Infants and Children (WIC). An OIG
sample showed that 76.6 percent of the vendors

overcharged the WIC program an average of 28.5 percent

for items purchased.
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Over the least 3 years, 33 persons associated with a

California dairy company, including dairy employees and
delivery route drivers, have pleaded to or were found

guilty of theft and conspiracy charges. The OIG investiga-

tion was successfully concluded when the owner of the

dairy company was sentenced to 3 years in jail and a

$10,000 fine after pleading guilty to defrauding the WIC
program of more than $100,000.

Food Stamp OIG paid special atention to the investigation and
Fraud prosecution of food stamp fraud. "Project Wipeout," which
Probed officially ended on September 30 after 18 months, resulted

in 588 indictments, 375 convictions, almost a quarter of a

million dollars in fines, and two-thirds of a million dollars

in restitution.

In North Carolina, 68 persons were charged with food

stamp trafficking. In Missouri, 21 persons were indicted on
food stamp charges.

Timber Theft The owner and five officials of a Washington logging

Convictions company pleaded guilty to charges of conspiracy, theft,

Obtained and obstruction of a criminal investigation for their roles

in the theft of Forest Service timber. The logging company
defrauded the Forest Service of at least $1.3 million.

Department Following joint OIG-Federal Bureau of Investigation

Officials investigations, two former FmHA State directors were
Convicted convicted of criminal charges stemming from abuse of

their public office for personal benefit.

A former Hawaii FmHA State director admitted receiving

$55,000 from a construction company in return for

approving FmHA funding construction of a rural rental

housing project. He was sentenced to 1 year in prison,

placed on 3 years probation, and ordered to pay a fine of

$5,000.

A former Kentucky FmHA State director pleaded guilty to

a conflict of interest charge. He was sentenced to serve a

year and a day in jail (suspended), placed on probation

for 3 years, fined $1,000, and ordered to make restitution

of $6,600 to FmHA.
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